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Update: The official rom Lineage OS is now available for the Galaxy Note 3. Official builds provide regular updates and bug fixes. Download the official Galaxy Note 3 Lineage OS ROM from below: Download the Official Lineage OS ROM for the Galaxy Note 3 Galaxy Note 3 received support from Lineage OS and can be upgraded to Android 7.1.1 Nouga.
The OS 14.1 ROM line for the Galaxy Note 3 is available for download now through an informal build. Custom ROP Lineage OS 14.1 is based on Android 7.1.1 Nougat and is available for download and installation. The CyanogenMod team will now run under the name Lineage OS, so you get all your favorite CM features on Lineage OS ROM. Official
Lineage OS builds will be available at the end of this quarter (probably at the end of January), so you can try the unofficial build until then. We will update this page with an official link to build as soon as it is out. Meanwhile, you can install the unofficial Galaxy Note 3 Lineage OS 14.1 ROM and Gapps package on your device. Note: This is an experimental
and informal build. Therefore, there may be some bugs/problems with this ROM that may not be suitable for daily use. Install/flash this ROM on your device at your own risk. Lineage OS Custom ROM Details of Assembly Status: Unofficial version of Android: Android 7.1.1 Nougam Supported Device: Galaxy Note 3 (hlte) Download Lineage OS ROM for
Galaxy Note 3 Download Note Galaxy 3 Lineage OS ROM and Gapps package from the download links below. Transfer them to the device before you start the installation process. Download the ROM File Download Gapps Package How to install Lineage OS on Galaxy Note 3 You can install the official ROM OS line on the Galaxy Note 3 from any custom
recovery like TWRP/CWM/Philz. We wrote a short guide on this page on how to install Lineage OS ROM using TWRP Recovery. You can also like: How to take a backup device before flashing the OS line Follow the steps below to flash Lineage OS through TWRP recovery. If you have any other recovery like CWM/Philz/Cyanogen Recovery, you can follow
our step-by-step tutorial with photos from below the link. How to install Lineage OS using TWRP/CWM/Philz and Cyanogen Recovery Install Lineage OS using TWRP Download and transfer Lineage OS ROM and Gapps files to internal storage. Load the device into the TWRP recovery. You can just Google how to get into recovery mode on your device. In
restoring TWRP, click on Wipe' Advanced Wipe. Here are the following options shown in the screenshot below. Don't select an option that reads The Inside Warehouse at all costs, as it will erase everything, including the custom ROM file. Go back to TWRP menu, click on The Installation and select the Lineage OS qip file that you've transferred to your
device in step 1. After selecting the .zip file, make a Swipe to confirm The Flash at the bottom of the screen to start the custom process of installing ROM. It could for a while. Once your custom ROM has successfully erupted, you'll see the wipe cache/Dalvik option, select it, and then do a swipe wipe at the bottom of the screen. Now flash Lineage OS Gapps
file just as you flashed a custom ROM file. After the custom ROM and Gapps files flash, restart the device. We will update with the latest updates and security patches on this page. So, keep checking out this page for Galaxy Note 3 Lineage OS updates. Read also: Share this page with your buddies and spread love. Sign up for more updates. Latest build
CM 12.1 (Android 5.1.1) Samsung Galaxy Note 3 LTE Specs Code Title: hlte Supplier: Samsung Manufacturer: Samsung Release Date: 25 Sep 2013 Type: phablet GSM freq: N9005, N9002, N9006: HSDPA 850 / 900 / 1900 / 2100; N900W8: HSDPA 850 / 1900 / 2100 CDMA freq: N9009: CDMA 800 / 1900 LTE freq: N9005: LTE 800 / 850 / 900 / 1800 /
2100 / 2600; N900W8: LTE 700 / 1900 / 2100 Platform: processor qualcomm Snapdragon 800: 2.3 GHz quad-core msm8974 (Krait 400) GPU: Adreno 330 RAM: 3GB Weight: 168 g (6.34 ounces) Dimensions: 151.34 2 mm (5.95 inches) (h) 79.2 mm (3.12 inches) (w) 8.3 mm (0.33 inches) (d) Screen size: 140 mm (5.7 inches) Resolution: 1920×1080 Screen
density: 388 ppi Internal storage: 16, 32, 64GB SD cards: up to 64GB Bluetooth: 4.0 Wi-Fi: 802.11 a/b/g/n Main camera: 13 MP, 4128 x 3096 pixels, autofocus, LED Flash Secondary Camera: 2 MP, 1080p@30fps CM Support: 11, 12, 12.1 News Forum Topics Best Messages Now Unofficial CyanogenMod 14 a.k.a CM14 available for Samsung Galaxy Note
3.The ROM is based on Android 7.0.It 7.0 Nougat.This guide will help you download a safe and simple process. Just follow these steps to upgrade the Galaxy Note 3 to the latest Android 7.0 Nougat via the unofficial CyanogenMod 14 Custom ROM. The Galaxy Note 3 is now a very old device, which means it's not going to get any official Android 7.0 nougat
from the Korean manufacturer. But that doesn't mean that users can't upgrade the Galaxy Note 3 to Nougat 7.0.They can flash any Android Nougat 7.0 Custom ROM to upgrade the Galaxy Note 3 for Android 7.0 Nougat. It shares Xda developer trader418. THE ROM is in beta, so it contains a lot of bugs. This is the initial release of this unofficial CM14 ROM
for the Galaxy Note 3, and we are confident that in the future update everything will be fixed. For a list of bugs and qgt; check out this official thread. Follow the guide carefully Flash / Install CM14 Nougat ROM On Galaxy Note 3 Android 7.0 This not developed by the CyanogenMod team, but it's based on the latest Android 7.0 Nougat.It is very clean close to
the vanilla android with some additional useful features like previous CM CM This ROM cannot be used as a daily driver. We'll be sharing a full step-by-step guide for The Flash/Install CM14 Nougam ROM On Galaxy Note 3 Android 7.0 (Unofficial) Supported Devices: This is a guide only for the Galaxy Note 3 (Checking the Development Page for a
Compatible List). So don't try on other DevicesWARNING:rootmygalaxy.net won't be responsible for any damage caused to your Galaxy Note 3 while following this tutorial. Do it at your own risk. PRE-REQUIREMENTS:→ Safe Flash CM14 Nougam ROM on Galaxy Note 3 Android 7.0DOWNLOADSCyanogenMod 14 (unofficial) for Galaxy Note 3 icon-
painting name level down class unprefixed_class Copic name cloud-loading class unprefixed_class Download Galaxy Note 3 CM14 Nougat ROM (Developemet Page icon name class unprefixed_class) └mload the last one built in accordance with dateRootmygalaxy a.k.a RMG was launched in 2015 with the goal of solo to help users with simple How-to
guides. Slowly the website began to share exclusive leaks and Tech News. During these 5 years we are credited with companies such as Forbes, CNBC, Gizmodo, TechCrunch, Engadget, Android Authority, GSM Arena and many others. Want to know more about us? Check out our page about us or contact us via Twitter, Facebook, Youtube or Telegram.
What's on the Android 10 version? Google has officially introduced the latest version of Android under the name Android 10. The update will already be live for Pixel devices. This brings many new features to the device system, like the system user interface, new gesture navigation, improved privacy and location management. The update also offers
advanced app permissions, folding display support, security features, dark system width, etc. Android 10 also offers built-in call screening, multi-camera API, smart responses in the notification bar, 5G support, improved call quality, bubble function, live signature and more. While the latest version also improves battery life, Focus mode, which is similar to Do
Not Disturb mode, etc. It also comes with live audio streaming support for hearing aids. Lineage OS is an open source free operating system based on the Android platform. He is the successor to the custom Ministry of Defense, CyanogenMod, which closed its operations in December 2016. However, Cyanogen. Inc retained the rights to the custom mod and
rebranded it as Lineage OS. Well, LineageOS 17 will be based on the latest Android 10, and it comes with all android 10 features and Lineage customization settings that allow users to be more advanced. Now you Enjoy Lineage OS 17.1 on the Nexus 6P by flashing this custom ROM. This ROM will only work on this device, don't try this on any other device.
Follow the steps correctly otherwise you can brick your device. Device. are not responsible for any damage to the phone. It will erase all your data, so we advise you to first take a full backup of your phone and then continue. Make sure your phone has at least 50-60% charged to prevent an accidental outage in between the process. I'm not in charge of
BrickWorks 1. First download and install custom recovery on your device (TWRP recommended) If you've already installed it, then skip this step. 2. Download the ROM and Gapps .zip file and store it on your device's internal storage or SD map. 3. Now, load the device into TWRP recovery mode. (if you don't know how to download a device in twrp recovery,
then you can search for it on Google) 4. Now in TWRP create Nandroid to back up your device for the safe hand. If something goes wrong, you can recover back to your old ROM. (How to take Nandroid backup) 5. Now do a factory reboot of your device, Goto Wipe, Advanced Wipe, Select Cache, Dalvik Cache, System and Data. Then swipe to rub. 6. Now
go back to the main TWRP menu by clicking the Center navigation button. 7. Now select install, find ROM mail file and swipe to confirm Flash. 8. After a flashing conclusion, Flash Gapps is fine. 9. Once Gapps flashes, select the Wipe/dalvik cache on the bottom left of the screen and swipe the napkin. 10. Once you've finished wipe, click on the restart
system. That's all Now you have successfully installed the Last Android on your device, the first download will take some time, so please don't panic! If you have any questions regarding the ROM or installation process, use the comments section below to contact us or contact members of the XDA forum here. Above.
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